
Making a marble run – DT challenge 

This week, you’re going to explore physics by creating your own marble run. There are so 
many different designs you could create depending on what materials you have to hand at 
home.  

Normally, when we design something we take the time to sketch out some ideas. With a 
marble run, it becomes difficult to stick to your original design idea so you’ll need to change 
your design as you go along. This is because you will want to experiment with different 
materials, structures and angles to find what works best for your marble. Not everything 
you try will work and that is absolutely fine, this project is about being creative and 
observing what works and what doesn’t. Trial and error will play a big part in creating your 
marble run and if you’re really into it, this could take you days to design, test and complete 
so have fun! 

Below are the basics that you’ll probably be able to find somewhere in your house and some 
other material ideas you could use. Have a look in your toy box too, is there anything in 
there you could use as part of your marble run? 

You will need: 

- Cardboard (cereal or other boxes will work) 
- Scissors (you may need adult supervision for this) 
- Sticky tape 
- Marble or small ball (you could even make your own from playdough and let it dry 

out. Roll the dough in your hands until it makes a smooth sphere shape and leave it in 
the sun for a few hours). 

Other useful materials if you have them: 

- Pipe insulation      - Bits from a wooden train track 
- Egg boxes      - Duplo or lego 
- Ruler       - Objects to balance / add height 
- Pegs       - Paper plates 
- Plastic bottles      - Lolly sticks 
- Cardboard tubes (like the inside of kitchen roll) 

Think about... 

What materials will support the weight of the marble? 

How can I get my marble to stay on the track without falling off? 

Would adding hills or curves to my track make a difference to my marble’s journey? 

Does the height of a hill affect the marble? 



You can be as creative as you like with your marble run, as long as you can get your marble 
from start to finish there are no other rules! 

You can sketch your initial design ideas in your yellow book and make notes as you go along 
as to what works and what doesn’t.  

Tip: 

If you’re struggling to create a track for your marble, try folding a strip of cardboard in half 
to create a V shape that your marble can travel along. 

 

 

Get a parent to send us a photo or video of your finished marble run to  

Year5@pocklingtonjuniors.co.uk  

 We love to see everything you get up to! J  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Design inspiration: 

Here are some examples of marble runs that people have created if you’re stuck for 
inspiration.  

 

 


